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Abstract11

Elucidating the processes in the liquid core that have produced observed paleoin-

tensity changes over the last 3.5 Gyrs is crucial for understanding the dynamics and

long-term evolution of Earth’s deep interior. We combine numerical geodynamo sim-

ulations with theoretical scaling laws to investigate the variation of Earth’s magnetic

field strength over geological time. Our approach follows the study of Aubert et al.

(2009), adapted to include recent advances in numerical simulations, mineral physics

and paleomagnetism. We first compare the field strength within the dynamo region

and on the core-mantle boundary (CMB) between a suite of 314 dynamo simulations

and two power-based theoretical scaling laws. The scaling laws are both based on a

Quasi-Geostropic (QG) force balance at leading-order and a Magnetic, Archimedian,

and Coriolis (MAC) balance at first order and differ in treating the characteristic

lengthscale of the convection as fixed (QG-MAC-fixed) or determined as part of the

solution (QG-MAC-free). When the dataset is filtered to retain only simulations with

magnetic to kinetic energy ratios greater than at least two we find that the internal

field together with the RMS and dipole CMB fields exhibit power-law behaviour that
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is compatible with both scalings within uncertainties arising from different heating

modes and boundary conditions. However, while the extrapolated intensity based on

the QG-MAC-free scaling matches Earth’s modern CMB field, the QG-MAC-fixed

prediction shoots too high and also significantly overestimates paleointensities over

the last 3.5 Gyrs. We combine the QG-MAC-free scaling with outputs from 275

realisations of core-mantle thermal evolution to construct synthetic true dipole mo-

ment (TDM) curves spanning the last 3.5 Gyrs. Best-fitting TDMs reproduce binned

PINT data during the Bruhnes and before inner core nucleation within observational

uncertainties, but PINT does not contain the predicted strong increase and subse-

quent high TDMs during the early stages of inner core growth. The best-fit models

are obtained for a present-day CMB heat flow of 11-16 TW, increasing to 17-22 TW

at 4 Ga, and predict a minimum TDM at inner core nucleation.

Keywords: Composition and structure of the core; Dynamo: theories and12

simulations; Magnetic field variations through time; Palaeointensity.13

1. Introduction14

Earth has sustained a global magnetic field over most of its history. Databases15

of paleointensity estimates indicate no hiatuses in the geodynamo back to 3.55 Ga16

(Biggin et al., 2008; Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2015; Biggin et al., 2015; Tarduno et al.,17

2010; Bono et al., 2019), while records of a field extending back to 4.2 Ga (Tarduno18

et al., 2015) are currently under debate (Tang et al., 2019; Tarduno et al., 2020).19

These observations provide a unique probe of otherwise unobservable processes in20

the liquid iron core where the field is generated by a hydromagnetic dynamo. The21

dynamo draws its power from slow cooling due to heat extraction by the overlying22

mantle and so paleointensity determinations also provide information on the nature23

and evolution of mantle convection (e.g. Nimmo et al., 2004; Driscoll and Bercovici,24
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2014; O’Rourke et al., 2017). Cooling of the liquid core leads to freezing at Earth’s25

centre and the growth of the solid inner core, which provides additional power to the26

dynamo through release of latent heat and gravitational energy (e.g. Gubbins et al.,27

2004; Nimmo, 2015). By linking changes in the available power, which clearly identify28

inner core formation (Davies, 2015; Nimmo, 2015; Labrosse, 2015), to variations in29

the observable field recent studies have attempted to date inner core formation using30

the paleomagnetic record (Biggin et al., 2015; Bono et al., 2019). However, this31

task is hampered due to uncertainties regarding the observable expression of inner32

core formation (Driscoll, 2016; Landeau et al., 2017). In this paper we consider the33

relationship between paleointensities and core dynamics using numerical dynamo34

simulations.35

Detailed knowledge of geomagnetic field strength variations over geological time36

is hampered by the uneven spatial and temporal sampling. Spatial variations are37

usually treated by considering the virtual dipole moment (VDM), which normal-38

izes the expected variation of Earth’s field strength that would be produced from39

a dipole field. Temporal sampling is hindered because ideal magnetic recorders are40

rare and the laboratory efforts to recover them often end in failure, so developing a41

global VDM database comprising entries of approximately homogeneous fidelity is42

a significant challenge. The PINT database (Biggin et al., 2009, 2015) represents a43

community effort to develop a dataset of paleointensity observations spanning 50 ka44

to 3.5 Ga, compiling studies over the last 70 years. Here we will use an extension of45

the PINT database (described below) with field strength estimates extending back46

to ∼4 Ga.47

Linking paleointensity observations to the dynamo process requires numerical48

simulations. These simulations produce dipole-dominated fields and spontaneous49

reversals and have captured large-scale features of the historical geomagnetic field50
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(Christensen et al., 2010) and the pattern of recent secular variation (e.g. Aubert51

et al., 2013; Mound et al., 2015). Simulations have also reproduced some features of52

the Holocene field (Davies and Constable, 2014); however, semblance to the paleo-53

magnetic field over the last 10 Myrs appears harder to achieve (Sprain et al., 2019)54

and is sensitive to the dipole-dominance of the field and the driving mode of con-55

vection (Meduri et al., 2021). Simulations typically only span O(1) Myrs (Davies56

and Constable, 2014; Driscoll, 2016) and can only reach Gyr timescales if very low57

rotation rates are employed (Wicht and Meduri, 2016). In particular, within a single58

simulation it is impractical to explicitly account for effects arising from slow changes59

due to growth of the inner core or evolution of buoyancy sources (Anufriev et al.,60

2005; Davies and Gubbins, 2011; Landeau et al., 2017). To apply simulation results61

over geological time therefore requires a model of long-term core thermal evolution,62

which is here called a “thermal history” model.63

Another important limitation of the simulations is that they cannot be run with64

certain parameter values that characterise the properties of Earth’s core, in partic-65

ular the viscous and thermal diffusion coefficients (Jones, 2015), though significant66

recent progress has been made by following a distinguished path in parameter space67

towards core conditions (Aubert et al., 2017; Aubert, 2019). In terms of dimension-68

less parameters the Ekman number E, the ratio of viscous and Coriolis effects, and69

the magnetic Prandtl number Pm, the ratio of viscous and magnetic diffusivities,70

are too high while the Rayleigh number Ra, measuring the vigour of convection is71

usually too low. The general approach for using simulation outputs to infer be-72

haviour in Earth’s core has been through scaling analysis, where theoretical balances73

of terms in the governing equations are tested against large suites of simulations74

(e.g. Christensen and Aubert, 2006; Christensen, 2010). If a given theoretical scaling75

collapses the simulation data it gives confidence for using the scaling to extrapolate76
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from conditions in the simulations to those in the core.77

A major step forward in using dynamo simulations to model long-term pale-78

ointensity variations was provided by Aubert et al. (2009). They showed that the79

root-mean-square (RMS) internal field strength in a suite of 43 dynamo simulations80

was consistent with a theoretical scaling based on the power density pA provided81

by buoyancy to drive core convection (Christensen and Aubert, 2006) and adopted82

another empirical scaling to convert this to a dipole field strength at the core surface.83

They then calculated the true dipole moment (TDM) from two thermal history mod-84

els, which output pA over the past 4.5 Gyrs given the core-mantle boundary (CMB)85

heat flow Qcmb and a set of properties that characterise the core material. They86

found that variations in the predicted and observed field strength were compatible87

over the whole time period with little long-term change due to the weak dependence88

of field strength on pA. They also showed that the sharpest change in field strength89

should occur following inner core nucleation, but questioned whether this would be90

observable in the paleomagnetic data.91

In this paper we revisit the analysis of Aubert et al. (2009), incorporating three92

important developments from the decade following their study. First, we make use93

of a much larger suite of simulations that access increasingly realistic physical con-94

ditions. Second, we account for the high thermal conductivity k of iron alloys that95

has recently been obtained by several ab initio studies conducted at core conditions96

(de Koker et al., 2012; Pozzo et al., 2012, 2013; Gomi et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,97

2020) and inferred from some (Ohta et al., 2016; Inoue et al., 2020), but not all98

(Konôpková et al., 2016), experimental works. Thermal history models with high k99

predict much faster cooling rates and a younger inner core than those with low k100

(Davies et al., 2015; Nimmo, 2015; Labrosse, 2015), which influences the predicted101

field strength as we will show. Third, we use new paleomagnetic data compilations102
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that now extend back to ∼4.2 Ga with improved temporal coverage, particularly103

during the Archean/Hadean (e.g. Tarduno et al., 2015; Herrero-Bervera et al., 2016;104

Tarduno et al., 2020), Proterozoic (e.g. Kulakov et al., 2013; Sprain et al., 2018;105

Kodama et al., 2019; Di Chiara et al., 2017) and Paleozoic (e.g. Usui and Tian, 2017;106

Hawkins et al., 2019; Veselovskiy et al., 2019).107

The objective of this paper is to test whether magnetic field strength predictions108

from scaling laws can reproduce Earth’s modern and paleofield strength. Our analy-109

sis follows the general approach of Aubert et al. (2009), but also differs on three main110

points. First, we directly compare the dipole CMB field strength and RMS CMB111

field strength to theoretical predictions as well as the RMS internal field. Second,112

we consider two plausible theoretical scaling relations for the magnetic field strength113

based on the theory of Starchenko and Jones (2002) and Davidson (2013). Both114

scalings assume a Quasi-Geostrophic (QG) balance of terms in the Navier-Stokes115

equation at leading order and a second-order balance between Magnetic, Archime-116

dian (buoyancy) and Coriolis (MAC) forces and have hence been named QG-MAC117

balances (Aubert et al., 2017; Schwaiger et al., 2019); the difference arises in the118

treatment of the characteristic lengthscale in the MAC balance. QG-MAC scaling119

laws are supported by recent high-resolution dynamo simulations (Aubert et al.,120

2017; Schaeffer et al., 2017; Sheyko et al., 2018; Schwaiger et al., 2019) and match121

Earth’s modern RMS field strength when evaluated at core conditions (Aubert et al.,122

2017). By comparing predictions from both scalings to geomagnetic and paleomag-123

netic data we hope to distinguish the relevant lengthscale in the QG-MAC balance,124

which has not yet been fully constrained by simulations (Aubert, 2019). We test125

these scalings against data from 314 simulations and compare the predictions for the126

internal, CMB and CMB dipole fields against present-day geomagnetic observations127

before applying them to the paleofield. Third, we use 275 realisations of core thermal128
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history with high conductivity that span uncertainties in the key parameters (to be129

defined precisely below).130

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we outline two theoretical scaling131

laws that determine magnetic field strength in terms of the available convective132

power. Here we also describe the simulations that are used to test these scaling133

laws and the thermal history models that are used to apply the scaling results to134

Earth’s paleofield. In section 3 we compare the scaling law predictions for internal135

and CMB field strength to the modern geomagnetic field and to empirically-derived136

fits to the simulation data, using various methods to filter the suite of simulations. In137

section 3.2 we use both scaling laws to produce synthetic paleointensity time-series138

from the 275 core thermal history models. In section 4 we discuss the implications139

of our results for the dynamics and evolution of Earth’s core.140

2. Methods141

2.1. Theoretical Field Strength Predictions142

Much of the theory presented in this section has appeared in various forms in143

previous work and so only a brief description is given. For more detailed treatment144

the reader is referred to King and Buffett (2013), Davidson (2013), Jones (2015) and145

Aubert et al. (2017). Consider an electrically conducting Boussinesq fluid charac-146

terised by its density ρ, viscosity ν, thermal conductivity k, specific heat capacity147

Cp, and magnetic diffusivity η. Here and in section 2.2 these properties will be taken148

as constants, but in section 2.3 they will vary with radius r. The fluid is confined to149

a spherical shell of thickness L = ro − ri rotating about the vertical ẑ direction with150

frequency Ω. Here ro and ri are the outer and inner boundaries that may be identi-151

fied with the CMB and inner core boundary (ICB) respectively. For the theoretical152

considerations conditions on both boundaries are assumed to be spatially uniform.153
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The goal is to establish the balance of physical effects that determine the charac-154

teristic field strength within the dynamo region and on the outer boundary. There155

are two approaches, based on local and global balances. Since we are interested in156

both the internal and CMB field it is necessary to use local balances, but useful157

information can also be gained from the global balance. The Navier-Stokes equation158

for the local force balance can be written in dimensional form as159

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u+ 2Ωẑ× u = −∇P̄ +

gC ′r

ρ
+

(∇×B)×B

ρµ0

+ ν∇2u. (1)

Here u is the fluid velocity, r is the position vector, B the magnetic field vector, C ′
160

is a density anomaly about a state of rest, P̄ the modified pressure (including the161

centrifugal force), g the acceleration due to gravity at ro and µ0 the permeability of162

free space. The primary balance at leading order is geostrophic in high-resolution163

simulations (Schaeffer et al., 2017; Aubert, 2019; Schwaiger et al., 2019), and possibly164

in Earth’s core (Aurnou and King, 2017), and so the vorticity equation, obtained165

from the curl of equation (1) is used in the subsequent analysis. Ignoring viscous166

and inertial effects, which are thought to be very small in the Earth (Davidson, 2013;167

Jones, 2015) and have been shown to be small in high-resolution simulations (e.g.168

Schaeffer et al., 2017; Sheyko et al., 2018; Aubert, 2019; Schwaiger et al., 2019) gives169

a vorticity balance between Magnetic, buoyancy (Archimedian) and ageostrophic170

Coriolis effects, the MAC balance:171

2Ω
∂u

∂z
∼
g∇× C ′r

ρ
∼

∇× [(∇×B)×B]

ρµ0

. (2)

Note that the first term includes only the part of the Coriolis effect that is not172

balanced by the pressure gradient.173
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To estimate individual terms we define the characteristic velocity U , magnetic174

field strength B and density anomaly C. The theory of Davidson (2013) defines three175

lengthscales: ℓu, the dominant scale of flow structures in the plane perpendicular to176

the rotation axis; the flow scale parallel to the rotation axis, which is here taken177

to be L; and ℓBmin, the scale at which magnetic energy is dissipated. With these178

definitions the terms in equation (2) can be estimated as179

ΩU

L
∼
gC

ρℓu
∼

B2

ρµ0ℓ2u
, (3)

where vorticity has been assumed to scale as U/ℓu.180

Equation (3) is complemented by considering the global kinetic and magnetic181

energy balance, which can be obtained by taking the scalar product of equation (1)182

with u, integrating over the shell volume Voc, and using the magnetic energy balance183

to equate the work done by the Lorentz force to the ohmic dissipation. Averaging184

over convective timescales (denoted by an overbar) yields an exact balance between185

buoyant power PA, ohmic dissipationDO and viscous dissipationDV : PA = DO+DV ,186

or187

g

∫

urC ′dVoc =
η

µ0

∫

(∇×B)2dVoc + ρν

∫

(∇× u)2dVoc, (4)

where ur is the radial velocity. Assuming ohmic dissipation dominates, as expected188

in the core (e.g. Jones, 2015; Aubert et al., 2017), the scaling estimate of equation (4)189

is190

gurC ′ ∼
ηB2

µ0ℓ2Bmin

. (5)

To compare to the local balance, multiply equation (3) by U and assume that191

UC = urC ′, which yields a balance between buoyancy and Lorentz terms given192
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by gUC/ℓu ∼ B2U/(µ0ℓ
2
u). This is consistent with equation (5) provided that193

ℓu
U

∼
ℓ2Bmin

η
⇒

ℓBmin

L
∼ Rm−1/2

(
ℓu
L

)1/2

, (6)

where Rm = UL/η is the magnetic Reynolds number. This relationship has received194

support from dynamo simulations (Aubert et al., 2017). Note that it differs from the195

classical prediction of kinematic dynamo theory where ℓBmin/L ∼ Rm−1/2 (Moffatt,196

1978).197

Christensen and Aubert (2006) noted that the large viscosity in current dynamo198

simulations means that buoyant power is not all dissipated ohmically. In this case199

equation (5) can be written (Davidson, 2013)200

fohmgurC ′ ∼
ηB2

µ0ℓ2Bmin

, (7)

where fohm = DO/PA. Defining the convective power density pA as201

pA =
gurC ′

ρ
≈
gUC

ρ
∼
PA

Voc
(8)

gives a scaling for B as202

B2
∼ fohmρµ0

ℓu
U
pA. (9)

Equation (9) together with the thermal wind balance203

UΩ

L
∼

pA
Uℓu

(10)

provide two equations to determine the three unknowns B, U and ℓu. Starchenko204

and Jones (2002) assumed that at low E the magnetic field prevents the flow length-205
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scale from falling as E1/3 and instead sets ℓu to a fixed fraction of L. In this case206

equation (10) gives U2 ∼ pA/Ω and207

B2
∼ fohmρµ0LΩ

1/2p
1/2
A . (11)

Alternatively, Davidson (2013) assumed that the field strength is independent of the208

diffusion coefficients and rotation rate. Dimensional analysis then leads to the result209

B2
∼ fohmρµ0L

2/3p
2/3
A . (12)

Recent high-resolution direct numerical simulations (Aubert, 2019) produce behaviour210

that is more consistent with equation (12) than equation (11), however, these sim-211

ulations still do not entirely adhere to the theory of Davidson (2013). We therefore212

consider whether the two scalings can be distinguished based on their predictions of213

modern and paleomagnetic field behaviour. The scaling laws derived above strictly214

determine the internal field strength. However, they are in principle valid for de-215

scribing the field at the CMB if the same balance of terms also holds near the top of216

the core.217

Equations (11) and (12) are both QG-MAC balances; the difference arises in the218

treatment of the convective lengthscale ℓu. Starchenko and Jones (2002) fix ℓu to a219

fixed fraction of L and then use equation (3) to obtain the unknowns U and B in220

terms of pA. Davidson (2013) allowed ℓu to be determined from the vorticity balance,221

which requires an additional piece of information, in this case that B is independent222

of the rotation rate and diffusion coefficients. For this reason we label the scaling223

(11) as QG-MAC-fixed and the scaling (12) as QG-MAC-free.224
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2.2. Dynamo Simulations225

We use a total of 314 dynamo simulations, of which 193 employ fixed flux con-226

ditions at the outer boundary as is appropriate for modelling Earth’s core. The227

remaining 121 are driven by a fixed temperature contrast and are used for compari-228

son purposes since much of the previous work on field strength scaling has employed229

this setup (Christensen and Aubert, 2006). The simulations are from Aubert et al.230

(2009), Yadav et al. (2016), Christensen et al. (2010), Christensen (2010), Aubert231

et al. (2017), Schwaiger et al. (2019), Aubert (2019), Davies and Gubbins (2011),232

Davies and Constable (2014), Sprain et al. (2019) and Meduri et al. (2021). All233

studies scale length by L = ro − ri and define the Prandtl and magnetic Prandtl234

numbers as235

Pr =
ν

κ
, Pm =

ν

η
. (13)

Relations between the different conventions for defining the Ekman number E, char-236

acteristic velocity U , characteristic magnetic field B and power density p can be237

established by focusing on the definitions used in Aubert et al. (2009), Christensen238

et al. (2010) and Davies and Constable (2014), which are denoted by subscripts A,239

C and D respectively:240

EA =
ν

ΩL2
, UA = LΩU⋆

A, BA =
√

(ρµ0)ΩLB
⋆
A, pA = ρΩ3L2p⋆A,

EC =
ν

ΩL2
, UC =

ν

L
U⋆
C , BC =

√

(Ωηµ0ρ)B
⋆
C , pC = ρ

ν3

L4
p⋆C ,

ED =
ν

2ΩL2
, UD =

η

L
U⋆
D, BD =

√

(2Ωηµ0ρ)B
⋆
D, pD = ρ

η3

L4
p⋆D,

where asterisks denote dimensionless quantities. Here we use the ‘diffusionless’ units241

of Aubert et al. (2009) and convert all quantities to these units. This choice is242

suggested by the scaling laws, which do not contain the diffusion coefficients, while243
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Christensen (2010) also found that the choice of units was not critical for the overall244

results. Converting the various definitions of p to diffusionless units requires that245

p⋆A = 8

(
ED

Pm

)3

p⋆D = E3
Cp

⋆
C . (14)

The diffusionless measure of field strength is the Lehnert number Le,246

Le =
B

√

(ρµ0)ΩL
, (15)

which coincides with the dimensionless B⋆
A above. The relevant conversions are:247

Le =

√

4ΛDED

Pm
=

√

ΛCEC

Pm
, (16)

where ΛD = B2/(2ρµ0ηΩ) = ΛC/2 is the Elsasser number based on the field strength248

scalings defined above. With these definitions Equations (11) and (12) become249

Le ∼ f
1/2
ohm(p

⋆
A)

1/4 (QG-MAC-fixed),

Le ∼ f
1/2
ohm(p

⋆
A)

1/3 (QG-MAC-free). (17)

Henceforth we will drop the asterisks on dimensionless quantities.250

The simulations are split into groups based on the boundary conditions and heat-251

ing mode. For simulations that employ homogeneous boundary conditions and stan-252

dard setups we distinguish between fixed temperature (FT), fixed flux (FF) and zero253

flux (0F) conditions on the buoyancy source, which can be thermal, chemical, or254

a combination of both. Four-letter acronyms such as FTFT denote conditions on255

the inner and outer boundaries respectively. The final groups are the Coupled Earth256

(CE) simulations of Aubert et al. (2017), Aubert (2019) and Aubert and Gillet (2021)257
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and the ‘mixed’ group of simulations, which both use complex driving modes and258

boundary conditions. The groups are:259

FTFT: Yadav et al. (2016) and Schwaiger et al. (2019) both consider simulations260

driven by a fixed temperature contrast, with no-slip and insulating boundary condi-261

tions. Yadav et al. (2016) report 30 simulations with Pr = 1, 10−6 ≤ EC ≤ 10−4,262

Pm = 1 at EC > 10−6 and 0.4 ≤ Pm ≤ 2 for EC = 10−6, and ri/ro = 0.35.263

Schwaiger et al. (2019) report 95 simulations with Pr = 1, 10−6 ≤ EC ≤ 10−4,264

0.07 ≤ Pm ≤ 15 and ri/ro = 0.35.265

FF0F: The Christensen (2010) dataset uses no-slip and insulating boundary con-266

ditions with a fixed codensity flux at the inner boundary and zero flux at the outer267

boundary. The simulations span the parameter ranges Pr = 1, 3×10−6 ≤ EC ≤ 10−3,268

0.5 ≤ Pm ≤ 40 and ri/ro = 0.35.269

FTFF: Christensen et al. (2010) modelled thermochemical convection and em-270

ployed fixed temperature on ri and fixed flux on ro. These simulations span the271

parameter ranges Pr = 1 − 3, 3 × 10−6 ≤ EC ≤ 3 × 10−4, 0.5 ≤ Pm ≤ 33 and272

ri/ro = 0.35.273

CE: Aubert et al. (2013), Aubert et al. (2017) and Aubert (2019) undertook274

thermochemical simulations with stress-free and electrically conducting upper and275

lower boundaries. The mass flux is fixed at ri and there is zero flux at ro, with an276

internal sink term to conserve mass. In order to match prominent features of the277

modern geomagnetic field and its secular variation the CE simulations also include:278

gravitational coupling between the mantle and inner core; magnetic coupling between279

the liquid and solid cores; and lateral variations in mass anomaly flux at the inner and280

outer boundaries (Aubert et al., 2013). CE simulations follow a path in parameter281

space that is designed to preserve a constant value of Rm ∼ 1000 and ΛC ∼ 20,282

starting from a simulation that is similar to the original coupled Earth models in283
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Aubert et al. (2013). Consequently the simulated field strength follows the prediction284

of equation (11).285

Mixed: Comprises the simulations from Aubert et al. (2009) and a compilation286

of models which appeared in Davies and Gubbins (2011); Davies and Constable287

(2014); Sprain et al. (2019); Biggin et al. (2020); Meduri et al. (2021). Aubert288

et al. (2009) reported 42 simulations of dynamo action driven by thermo-chemical289

convection using the codensity formulation. They employed fixed flux conditions290

on the codensity, no-slip velocity and insulating boundary conditions for the flow291

and magnetic field respectively, and dimensionless parameters Pr = 1, 3 × 10−5 ≤292

EA ≤ 3 × 10−4, 1 ≤ Pm ≤ 10 and 0.1 ≤ ri/ro ≤ 0.35. Models from the other293

studies (Leeds models) all use no-slip boundary conditions and an insulating outer294

boundary, but use different conditions at the inner boundary (fixed temperature or295

fixed flux, insulating or conducting) and different heating modes (bottom, internal296

and mixed). Some of these models also include lateral variations in the heat flow at297

the outer boundary or a stably stratified layer at the top of the fluid domain. The298

parameter ranges spanned by the Leeds models are Pr = 1, 1.2× 10−4 ≤ ED ≤ 10−3
299

and 2 ≤ Pm ≤ 20. All except 3 simulations use ri/ro = 0.35; the others use300

ri/ro = 0.1, 0.2.301

Overall this large simulation set gives us access to a wide range of physical con-302

ditions with which to test the two scaling laws.303

2.3. Thermal History Models304

Thermal history models solve equations governing global conservation of energy,305

entropy and mass, averaged over timescales longer than those relevant to the dynamo306

process but short relative to the cooling timescale (Nimmo, 2015). This averaging307

is assumed to remove lateral variations in temperature and composition, leaving308
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a state that is adiabatic and chemically well-mixed outside of very thin boundary309

layers. Convective dynamics enter the model description by preserving the adiabatic310

state in the bulk of the core and through the CMB heat flow, which is set by mantle311

convection and will not generally equal the adiabatic heat flow. Detailed descriptions312

of the modelling process for the convecting core can be found in Gubbins et al. (2003,313

2004); Nimmo (2015); Davies (2015) and Labrosse (2015). Here we use the specific314

implementation of Greenwood et al. (2021), which models the convecting core in315

the same way as Davies (2015) and additionally allow regions of stable thermal316

stratification to develop below the CMB. In these regions the solution follows a317

conductive profile, which is matched to the adiabatic and well-mixed bulk at the318

base of the layer.319

Core composition is determined by the core mass and the part of the ICB density320

jump, ∆ρ, that is not due to the phase change. We use the Fe-Si-O core model of Alfè321

et al. (2002) and Gubbins et al. (2015) in which Si partitions almost equally between322

solid and liquid at ICB conditions, while O partitions almost entirely into the liquid.323

We consider three compositions that are consistent with observational constraints of324

∆ρ = 0.8 ± 0.2 gm cc−1 (Masters and Gubbins, 2003) defined by mole fractions of325

82%Fe–8%O–10%Si, 79%Fe–13%O–8%Si and 81%Fe–17%O–2%Si corresponding to326

∆ρ = 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 gm cc−1 respectively (Davies et al., 2015). The composition327

determines the melting point depression at the ICB, which anchors the adiabatic328

temperature. The contributions of all three elements to the gravitational energy and329

entropy terms, to the entropy of molecular diffusion, and the melting point depression330

are calculated separately and combined by simple addition as described in Davies331

(2015).332

The global energy balance equates the CMB heat flow Qcmb to the heat sources333

within the core. We follow previous work and ignore small effects due to thermal334
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contraction; we also omit radiogenic heating. The energy balance can then be written335

Qcmb = −
Cp

To

∫

ρTadV
dTo
dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Qs

−4πr2i LhρiCr
dTo
dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

QL

+αc
DclX
Dt

∫

ρψdVoc
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Qg

, (18)

where Qs is the secular cooling and QL and Qg are respectively the latent heat and336

gravitational energy released on freezing. The rate of change light element X with337

mass fraction clX in the liquid is338

DclX
Dt

=
4πr2i ρi
Moc

Cr

(
clX − csX

) dTo
dt

(19)

and339

Cr =
1

(dTm/dP )r=ri − (∂Ta/∂P )r=ri

1

ρigi

Ti
To

(20)

relates the rate of change of the ICB radius to the cooling rate dTo/dt at the CMB.340

Here the density ρ(r), gravity g(r), gravitational potential ψ(r) (referred to zero341

potential at the CMB), pressure P (r), adiabatic temperature Ta(r), melting temper-342

ature Tm(P ) and entropy of melting ∆s(P ) are functions of r and are represented by343

polynomials (Davies, 2015). Subscripts i and o refer to quantities that are evaluated344

at the ICB and CMB respectively, while the subscript oc refers to the outer core. The345

mass and volume of the whole core are denoted by V and M respectively. In writing346

equation (18) the CMB has been assumed to be electrically insulating, consistent347

with the dynamo simulations, and the specific heat capacity at constant pressure348

Cp and compositional expansion coefficient αc = ρ−1(∂ρ/∂cX)P,T are constants. The349

latent heat coefficient is Lh = Ta∆s.350

The magnetic field appears through the ohmic dissipation EJ in the entropy351
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balance, which reads352

1

µ2
0

∫
(∇×B)2

Taλ
dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸

EJ

+

∫

k

(
∇Ta
Ta

)2

dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ek

+α2
cαD

∫
g2

Ta
dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ea

=
Cp

To

(

M −
1

To

∫

ρTadV

)
dTo
dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Es

−QL
(Ti − To)

TiTo
︸ ︷︷ ︸

EL

+
Qg

To
︸︷︷︸

Eg

.(21)

Here λ is the electrical conductivity and αD is defined precisely in Gubbins et al.353

(2004) and Davies (2015), however it is not important as the entropy Ea produced by354

barodiffusion is small. Ek is the entropy due to thermal conduction, which depends355

on the thermal conductivity k.356

Equations (18) and (21) can be written in the compact form (Gubbins et al.,357

2004; Nimmo, 2015)358

Qcmb =
(

Q̃s + Q̃L + Q̃g

) dTo
dt

,

EJ + Ek + Ea =
(

Ẽs + ẼL + Ẽg

) dTo
dt

,

(22)

where the tilde quantities are define such that Qs = Q̃sdTo/dt and similarly for359

other terms. For given CMB heat flow the energy balance determines the CMB360

cooling rate dTo/dt, which is then used in the entropy balance to obtain EJ. The361

ohmic dissipation differs from the ohmic heating DO by the factor of 1/Ta under the362

integral in equation (21). We write DO ≈ EJTmean, where Tmean is the average core363

temperature (Nimmo, 2015). Neglecting viscous heating allows PA to be obtained364

from equation (4):365

PA = DO +DV ≈ EJTmean. (23)

Core properties for the three values of ∆ρ are listed in Table 1 of Davies et al.366
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(2015). The only other model input is the CMB heat flow, which must be specified367

over the 4.5 Gyr evolution. In principle Qcmb can be calculated using a parame-368

terised model of mantle convection that is coupled to the core evolution, thus allow-369

ing changes in core temperature to alter the heat flow and vice versa (e.g. Nimmo370

et al., 2004; Driscoll and Bercovici, 2014; O’Rourke et al., 2017). However, such a371

complicated process is not required here, where the goal is to understand long-term372

variations in magnetic field strength. We therefore use a simple parameterised form373

Qcmb = QP exp(4.5−t)/τ , (24)

where QP is the present-day heat flow at time t = 4.5 Gyrs and τ is a timescale.374

Equation (24) can approximate a wide range of plausible heat flows including those375

obtained from coupled core-mantle evolution models (e.g. Driscoll and Bercovici,376

2014) and 3D mantle convection simulations (e.g. Nakagawa and Tackley, 2014).377

Regions of stable thermal stratification can develop if the CMB heat flow becomes378

sub-adiabatic (e.g. Lister and Buffett, 1998). The thermal conduction equation is379

solved in the layer, with fixed flux conditions at the CMB and layer base. The layer380

thickness evolves over time in order to preserve continuity of temperature at the381

interface. In the models presented here the layers do not grow past 300 − 400 km382

and their effect on the bulk evolution is small (Greenwood et al., 2021).383

Equations (22) are time-stepped forward from 4.5 Ga to the present with a time-384

step of 1 Myrs. At each step the cooling rate is obtained and used to calculate385

the temperature and composition at the following step. Initially the core is entirely386

molten; the inner core begins to grow when Ta drops below Tm at Earth’s centre and387

the ICB radius is tracked over time using the intersection point Ta = Tm. The outputs388

are time-series of EJ, adiabatic temperature at the CMB To, bulk composition, ICB389
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radius ri, and radius of the stable layer base rs. All reported models are required to390

satisfy two basic criteria. First, the entropy production EJ must remain positive over391

the last 3.5 Ga, consistent with paleomagnetic evidence indicating the persistence of392

a global field over this period. Second, the model must match the present-day ICB393

radius to within 10%.394

We have conducted 275 thermal history models spanning the parameter space395

∆ρ = 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 gm cc−1, QP = 6− 18 TW (increasing in increments of 1 TW)396

and τ = 2− 20 Gyrs (increasing in increments of 1 Gyr). Many of the models fail to397

produce a dynamo for the whole of Earth’s history because EJ falls below zero prior398

to inner core nucleation (ICN). This places an upper limit on the allowed value of399

τ for fixed QP. At lower QP, lower values of τ are needed to maintain the dynamo,400

which corresponds to a larger change in CMB heat flow over time.401

When determining the true dipole moment (TDM) time-series for the paleofield402

we use the dimensional scaling laws given by equations (11) and (12) with ρ =403

104 kg m−3. Time variations in the shell thickness, L, are calculated using the values404

of ri and rs from the thermal history models. A thermal wind flow could arise in the405

stable layer, in which case it may be more appropriate to calculate L using ro rather406

than rs; however, in practice, stable layers rarely emerge in our models and always407

remain thin, so we do not expect this to significantly affect the results. For Ω we408

use the same piecewise linear model as in Aubert et al. (2009) in which the length of409

day increases from 17 hours at 4.5 Ga to 19 hours at 2.5 Ga to 20.8 hours at 0.64 Ga,410

and finally to 24 hours today.411

3. Results412

In this section we first compare the two theoretical scaling laws for Le given by413

equations (17) to the results of numerical dynamo simulations. We then present the414
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paleointensity dataset and calculate TDMs for 275 thermal history models that span415

a wide range of plausible evolutionary scenarios for the core.416

3.1. Scaling laws for dynamo field strength417

We consider the RMS field strength inside the dynamo region, the RMS CMB field418

strength and the dipole field strength on the CMB, which are defined respectively as419

Brms
t =

√

1

Voc

∫

B2dV , Brms
cmb =

√

1

S

∫

B2dS, Bdip
cmb =

√

1

S

∫

B2
dipdS (25)

where S is the surface area of the outer boundary and superscript “dip” refers to the420

spherical harmonic degree 1 component of the field. All quantities are time-averaged.421

For each simulation dataset we compute the Lehnert numbers corresponding to these422

three definitions of the field strength. Yadav et al. (2016) provide the axial CMB423

dipole field strength, which omits the contributions to the total CMB dipole from424

spherical harmonic order 1. We do not expect this to influence the results since these425

terms tend to be much smaller than the axial dipole.426

For each individual dataset and for the combined dataset of 314 simulations we427

seek the constants c and m that provide the best least squares fit between the data428

and an equation of the form429

Le/f
1/2
ohm = cpmA . (26)

The theoretically predicted values of m are 1/4 and 1/3 for the QG-MAC-fixed and430

QG-MAC-free scaling laws respectively (see equations (17)). The prefactors c are431

not determined by the theory, but should be approximately constant in order for432

the theory to have captured the dominant parametric dependence of Le. The formal433

least squares uncertainty on m is always small and so we also quote the sum of434

squared residuals (SSR) when comparing results. Following Aubert et al. (2009)435
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we also calculate the vertical standard deviation σ, which is based on the prefactor436

c using a least-squares fit to the simulation data with the exponent m fixed to the437

theoretical values determined by the QG-MAC-free and QG-MAC-fixed scaling laws.438

It is vital to filter the simulation dataset when assessing the fits to theoretical439

scaling laws. Though equations (17) do not depend on the topology of the field440

(Christensen, 2010), when applying the results to Earth it is important to focus on441

dipole-dominated fields. Moreover, the dominant force balance can change signifi-442

cantly as control parameters are varied, with viscous and inertial effects perturbing443

the expected QG-MAC balance that emerges as more realistic conditions of low E444

and Pm are approached (Aubert et al., 2017; Schwaiger et al., 2019). In this work445

we use two different quantities to filter the simulation dataset:446

fdip: the time-averaged ratio of the dipole CMB field strength to the RMS447

strength of all CMB field components up to spherical harmonic degree 12 (Chris-448

tensen and Aubert, 2006). This filter allows to remove simulations that are too449

dipolar (high fdip) and also multi-polar fields (low fdip). Plausible values of fdip450

for Earth should exceed 0.4 − 0.5, which approximately marks the dipole-multipole451

transition (Christensen and Aubert, 2006; Oruba and Dormy, 2014). The upper452

value must include the modern field, for which fdip ≈ 0.64 for the CHAOS6 model453

spanning the last 10 years (Finlay et al., 2016), and fdip ≈ 0.70 ± 0.03 for the454

gufm1 model since 1840 (Jackson et al., 2000). Another factor to consider is that455

weakly-driven dynamos, which generally have high fdip, can display significant vis-456

cous effects that are not expected to exist in the core. From these considerations457

Aubert et al. (2009) focused on the range 0.35 ≤ fdip ≤ 0.7, while Christensen (2010)458

chose 0.45 ≤ fdip ≤ 0.75. Here we report 3 sets of results: no filter; fdip > 0.5, which459

conservatively removes multipolar solutions; and the range 0.35 < fdip < 0.75.460

EM/EK : the ratio of total magnetic to kinetic energy in the domain. Schwaiger461
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et al. (2019) analysed the force balance in a suite of 95 dynamo simulations and found462

that the value of EM/EK provided a convenient proxy for filtering out dynamos463

that were not in QG-MAC balance. The critical value of EM/EK is around 1 (see464

Schwaiger et al., 2019, Figure 3) and we test values in the range EM/EK = 0− 5.465

Figure 1 shows fits of m and c to the dynamo simulations for different fdip and466

EM/EK filters. Quoted c values are calculated by fixing m = 1/3, corresponding to467

the predicted QG-MAC-free scaling. For the RMS internal field the values of m and468

c are generally consistent as long as some filtering of the dataset has been performed469

and are tightly clustered for EM/EK ≥ 2. For the CMB dipole field, consistent470

values of m and c only emerge when EM/EK exceeds 2 or 3; indeed, for EM/EK ≥ 2471

the variations are at most ∼5% for m and ∼20% for c. Increasing the critical value472

of EM/EK (below which simulations are filtered out) from 1 to 5 reduces the number473

of simulations from 225 to 110. In this section we therefore focus on the case where474

all simulations with EM/EK < 2 are filtered out, which produces similar m and c to475

the more restrictive filters while retaining more data. The resulting dataset contains476

17 simulations with ri/ro that differs from the present-day value; we have verified477

that retaining these data produces at most a 1% change in the quoted values of m478

and c.479

Figure 2 shows Lerms
t , Lerms

cmb and Le
dip
cmb computed from equation (25) as a function480

of pA for simulations where EM/EK ≥ 2. For the internal field Lerms
t the fit to481

the FTFT dataset is close to the QG-MAC-free prediction, which is expected for482

fixed temperature boundary conditions (Christensen and Aubert, 2006). The FF0F483

simulations fall close to an exponent of m = 0.25 as would be expected from a QG-484

MAC-fixed balance and are not compatible with the QG-MAC-free balance to within485

the formal uncertainty. The CE simulations also fall close to the m = 0.25 scaling486

as expected because most use a large-scale approximation that fixes the dominant487
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Figure 1: Sum of squared residuals (SSR) vs exponent m (top) and prefactor c (bottom) for
each of the 18 different filters. Squares, circles and triangles show no fdip filter, fdip > 0.5 and
0.35 < fdip < 0.75 respectively while colours distinguish the filters EM/EK = 0 − 5. Prefactors
are calculated by fixing m = 1/3, corresponding to the predicted QG-MAC-free scaling. Note that
each point is a fit to the (filtered) simulation dataset. For the CMB dipole field the SSR obtained
from fitting the unfiltered dataset plots above the vertical range shown.
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length scale. Notwithstanding these “shingling” effects (Cheng and Aurnou, 2016)488

the best-fitting exponent to the overall dataset is m = 0.32, in excellent agreement489

with the QG-MAC-free prediction.490

Fits to the RMS CMB field Lerms
cmb and dipole CMB field Ledipcmb (Figure 2) are491

similar to the internal field except with more scatter. In both cases the SSR increases492

by a factor of roughly 2 for all datasets except mixed when compared to the internal493

field, perhaps in part because of the different spatial averaging. For each simulation494

grouping the best-fitting exponents are similar between internal and CMB fields,495

often overlapping within the formal errors. The overall dataset displays a clear496

dependence of Ledipcmb on pA, with the vast majority of simulations falling within the497

1σ uncertainty on c (shown by the grey shading in Figure 2), and SSRs that are498

comparable to those of the RMS CMB field. The best-fitting exponent to Ledipcmb for499

the overall dataset is m = 0.31, again in excellent agreement with the QG-MAC-free500

prediction.501

As well as matching simulation data, a viable scaling law should give a reasonable502

estimate of Earth’s present-day field strength. The ohmic dissipation in the core503

(which is a proxy for pA) cannot be observed and so we take a wide range of values,504

0.1 ≤ DO ≤ 5 TW, which spans estimates derived from thermal history models505

(Davies, 2015; Nimmo, 2015; Labrosse, 2015) and scaling analysis (Christensen and506

Tilgner, 2004). For the internal field strength we use the range 1 − 10 mT, which507

spans inferences from satellite field models (Finlay et al., 2016), tidal dissipation508

(Buffett, 2010), and torsional wave periods (Gillet et al., 2010). For the axial dipole509

field we take the range 20− 40µT at the surface based on variations observed in the510

historical (Jackson et al., 2000) and Holocene (Constable et al., 2016) fields.511

Figure 3 shows simulation fits and extrapolations for the internal and CMB dipole512

fields when filtering out all simulations with EM/EK < 2. For the internal field513
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Figure 2: Field strength as a function of convective power pA for 225 simulations with EM/EK ≥ 2.
The top panel shows the internal field strength Lerms

t , middle shows the RMS CMB field strength

Lerms
cmb and bottom shows the dipole CMB field strength Ledipcmb. In each panel the symbol colour

denotes the different simulation types as described in the text. Power law exponents m for each
dataset are written in the corresponding colour and the fit for the whole dataset is written in
black together with the corresponding sum of squared residuals. The black line is the best-fit to
the whole dataset with ±1σ uncertainties on the prefactor c shown in grey shading. Symbols are
shaded according to the magnetic Reynolds number Rm.
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Figure 3: RMS internal field (top) and CMB dipole (bottom) as a function of convective power pA
extrapolated to Earth’s core conditions (shaded regions). The dataset is filtered by EM/EK ≥ 2.
In each panel the symbol colour denotes the different simulation groupings as in Figure 2. Symbols
are shaded according to the magnetic Reynolds number Rm. Power law exponents m and SSRs
for each dataset are provided with the best fit, 1σ uncertainty (light dashed black lines) and 2σ
uncertainty (grey shading) for the whole dataset. Theoretical predictions based on the m = 1/3
and m = 1/4 scalings are shown by dashed and dotted green lines with 1σ uncertainty for the
m = 1/3 case based on the prefactor c shown by green shading.
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both QG-MAC-free and QG-MAC-fixed scalings match the modern-day geomagnetic514

field strength when extrapolated based on the best-fitting c value obtained with m515

fixed to the theoretical prediction, though QG-MAC-free provides a better fit to516

the simulations. For the dipole CMB field the QG-MAC-fixed scaling over-predicts517

Earth’s field strength even given the generous uncertainty bounds, while the QG-518

MAC-free prediction matches Earth’s field strength.519

Figure 3 also shows that simulations with higher Rm tend to have lower Ledipcmb520

at similar pA, while for Lerms
t the Rm dependence is reduced. To clarify this point521

Figure 4 shows bdip = Lerms
t /Ledipcmb as a function of pA with simulations coloured by522

Rm. There is some dependence of bdip on the simulation boundary conditions and523

heating mode as found in Aubert et al. (2009), but relatively little dependence on pA.524

The clear result is that the simulations are systematically biased low, with most bdip525

values in the range 4−8 compared to modern Earth values of 10−16. Simulations at526

higher Rm come closer to matching the Earth value of bdip. A potential explanation527

for this observation is that higher Rm reduces the diffusion of field across the outer528

boundary. The CE simulations come closest to realistic bdip values because they can529

reach high Rm while remaining at low E and Pm such that they maintain QG-530

MAC balance. We will return to this point when comparing synthetic field strength531

predictions to the paleofield.532

Taken together these results provide support for a relationship between the dipole533

CMB field and the total power available to drive the dynamo and favour the QG-534

MAC-free scaling theory of Davidson (2013). In the following sections we compare535

both QG-MAC-free and QG-MAC-fixed predictions to the PINT dataset to establish536

whether paleointensity data can help distinguish between the two predictions. We537

do this by fixing the exponent to the theoretically-determined values and using two538

values of the prefactor as described below. Together with time-series of pA and L539
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Figure 4: Ratio bdip of the total internal RMS field strength Lerms
t and the dipole CMB field

strength Ledipcmb as a function of convective power pA for all simulations with EM/EK ≥ 2. The
magnetic Reynolds number Rm is shown in the colourbar and symbol colours are as in Figure 2.
Values of bdip for the modern Earth are shown by dashed lines using estimates of the internal field
strength from Buffett (2010) and Gillet et al. (2010).

from the thermal history models and the variation of Ω, this completely determines540

Ledipcmb and hence the TDM from each of the two scaling laws.541

3.2. Comparing synthetic and observed dipole moment542

TDMs obtained from core thermal history models are compared to an expanded543

version of the PINT dataset (Biggin et al., 2015), which reports field strength obser-544

vations at the site-mean (i.e., cooling unit) level. The expanded dataset includes new545

paleointensity data (Supplementary Table 1), the fixes and modifications reported546

by Kulakov et al. (2019), and the removal of select site means which record altered547

or secondary magnetizations following Smirnov et al. (2016) and Bono et al. (2019).548

We filtered the PINT dataset by only including studies that used the following549

methods to identify laboratory alteration: low-temperature Shaw method (“LTD-550

DHT-S”; Yamamoto and Tsunakawa, 2005), Low-temperature Thellier with par-551
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tial thermoremanent (pTRM) tail checks (“LTD-T+”; Yamamoto et al., 2003), mi-552

crowave technique with pTRM checks (“M+”; Shaw, 1974), Multi-Specimen Paral-553

lel Differential Technique (“MSPDp”; Dekkers and Böhnel, 2006), Shaw & Thellier554

(“ST+”), Thellier or variant with pTRM checks (“T+”; Thellier and Thellier, 1959),555

Thellier with pTRM checks and correction (“T+Tv”; Valet et al., 1996), Wilson (Wil-556

son, 1961) & Thellier with pTRM checks (“WT+”). This yielded a dataset containing557

2780 field strength observations. We considered further restrictions by requiring ≥ 3558

intensity observations and published QPI scores ≥ 3 (Biggin and Paterson, 2014),559

which reduced the dataset to 407 observations with most of the exclusions occurring560

in the last 200 Myrs. However, given the overall similarity between the datasets and561

the large reduction in data (∼ 78%) we chose not to proceed with the more stringent562

criteria.563

Figure 5 shows the individual data, which are unevenly distributed in time with564

∼75% of data in the last 200 Ma. We therefore group data into bins that each565

span 200 Myrs, which should sufficiently average secular variation (occurring on566

timescales of up to 1 Myr) while allowing for the longest-term variations (due to567

secular thermochemical evolution) to be detected. Bins spanning 600− 800, 2000−568

2200, 2800 − 3000 and 3000 − 3200 Myrs contained no data. Furthermore, bins at569

400 − 600, 800 − 1000, 1400 − 1600, 1800 − 2000, 2200 − 2400 Myrs, and 3400 −570

3600 Myrs contained only 1, 2, 5, 8, 2, and 7 data points respectively and so these571

bins (marked by red dots in the figures) were not considered further, leaving a total572

of Nb = 8 bins.573

We compare theoretical TDMs, Ti, obtained from 275 core thermal history models574

with the median of the VDM and virtual axial dipole moment (VADM) observations575
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Figure 5: Virtual (axial) dipole moment estimates from PINT observations. Diamonds: all PINT
data; blue squares: PINT data meeting additional criteria; black circles: 200 Myr bin median
included in our analysis; red circles: 200 Myr bin median not included in our analysis; red crosses:
Tarduno et al. (2015) zircon palaeointensity data from single heating step experiments (not included
in bin median estimates). Horizontal error bars show minimum and maximum ages for each bin;
vertical error bars show inter-quartile range of V(A)DMs. Dotted line shows present day field of
∼ 8× 1022 Am2.
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in the ith bin, Vi, using the RMS uncertainty:576

RMS =

√
√
√
√ 1

Nb

Nb∑

i=1

(Vi − Ti)2. (27)

Using a weighted χ2 misfit yields similar results to the RMS once the sparsely pop-577

ulated bins (which also have low uncertainties and thus bias the χ2 estimate) are578

removed. Misfits for each scaling law are denoted RMSj, where j represents QG-579

MAC-free or QG-MAC-fixed. When making direct comparisons, it should be ac-580

knowledged that site level paleomagnetic observations record instantaneous “snap-581

shots” of Earth’s field, which can vary in strength on short timescales (< 1 Myr),582

whereas thermal history TDMs characterize slowly changing core conditions which583

change on timescales >1 Myr. Synthetic TDMs will therefore provide at best a584

smoothed representation of the paleofield behaviour. Both TDM determinations585

from thermal history models and VDMs grouped in 200 Myr bins should represent a586

long enough duration that average estimates are robust irrespective of the dynamical587

state of the core (Driscoll and Wilson, 2018).588

To specify the scaling prefactor c we compare in Figure 6 the best-fitting estimates589

cD obtained from dynamo simulations to the estimate cP that minimizes (in a least590

squares sense) the root-mean-square-error between the binned PINT observations591

and synthetic dipole moments obtained from the thermal history models. cD is592

calculated by fixing the exponent m as determined by the QG-MAC-free or QG-593

MAC-fixed scaling and fitting to the simulations using all filters shown in Figure 1594

that yield an SSR below 6 (thus removing datasets that are too scattered), while595

cP is calculated for each of the 275 thermal histories for both scaling laws. The596

estimated cP values fall below cD for all filters, which is expected because the lower597
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Figure 6: Best-fit prefactor cP from PINT data (blue) for the QG-MAC-free (a) and QG-MAC-fixed
(b) scalings laws using TDM predictions from 275 thermal history models. The red distribution
shows the range of cD values determined using all simulation datasets with an SSR below 6 (see
Figure 1 for the complete set of prefactors determined for the QG-MAC-free scaling law). Vertical
bars show mean (solid), 1σ (dashed), 2σ (dot-dashed), and 3σ (dotted) bounds based on fitting the
dynamo simulation data filtered using EM/EK ≥ 2.

Rm in most simulations compared to Earth’s core leads to higher Ledipcmb (Figure 4).598

For QG-MAC-free the best-fitting distribution of c values from PINT is between 2σ599

and 3σ below that preferred by the simulations, while for the QG-MAC-fixed scaling600

the best-fit PINT distribution sits between the 5σ and 6σ bounds. Therefore, for601

the QG-MAC-free scaling we consider two estimates of the prefactor: c = 0.23, a602

median value among the different filters used in Figure 1 and corresponding directly603

to the filter with EM/EK ≥ 2; c = 0.2, corresponding to the filter with EM/EK ≥ 2604

and 0.35 ≤ fdip ≤ 0.75 (Figure 1), which we expect to better fit the PINT dataset.605

For the QG-MAC-fixed scaling we consider the lowest estimate of c = 0.0749 across606

all filters, which still produces TDMs that far exceed those from PINT as we show607

below.608

Two example thermal history solutions are shown in Figure 7 together with the609
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predicted TDM. For τ < 16 Gyrs the general behaviour consists of a gradual decline610

in TDM from 4.5 Ga until ICN, at which time the field strength increases rapidly611

before peaking and declining towards the present day. The pre-ICN TDM decline612

arises due to the rapid fall in Qcmb and DO, while the recent decline arises both613

from the decrease in DO and the decreasing volume of the liquid core. Changes614

in Ω are minor by comparison since it does not vary significantly over time and615

enters into the scaling laws raised to a low power. For models with τ ≥ 16 Gyr the616

TDM gradually increases from 4.5 Ga to ICN, at which time it jumps sharply before617

plateauing. The slow rise in TDM reflects the almost constant DO before ICN while618

the recent plateau reflects the balance between increasing DO, which increases TDM,619

and decreasing core volume and temperature, which decrease TDM. In both cases620

the QG-MAC-fixed prediction produces TDMs that are too high to match PINT at621

all times (Figure 7). Indeed, Figure 8 shows that across all 275 models the QG-622

MAC-free scaling yields the lowest misfit to PINT and so we henceforth focus on623

this scaling.624

Figure 9 shows RMS misfit for the QG-MAC-free scaling for all QP and τ com-625

binations and the two chosen values of c. Here white regions of the plot denote626

non-viable models that either failed to generate a dynamo for the last 3.5 Gyrs or627

where the present ICB radius failed to match its seismically-determined value. In all628

cases the models with lowest RMS plot at the interface separating viable and non-629

viable models. This behaviour arises because the PINT V(A)DM data are relatively630

flat, which favours high τ , while the predicted present-day TDMs tend to be slightly631

higher than the PINT average, favouring low DO and hence low QP. However, if τ632

becomes too large the TDM is too flat and cannot match the general trend of weak-633

ening V(A)DM from 3.5 Ga to ∼500 Ma observed in paleomagnetic studies (e.g.634

Biggin et al., 2015; Bono et al., 2019). As expected, lower c corresponds to lower635
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Figure 7: Two example thermal history calculations together with predicted and observed field
strength. The upper panel shows the input CMB heat flowQcmb (black) and resulting ohmic heating
DO (red). Qcmb is defined by QP = 17 TW and τ = 17 Gyrs (dashed lines) and QP = 13 TW
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comparing model TDMs with PINT VDMs. Curve shows kernel density estimation. Left (right)
panel uses a prefactor of c = 0.23 (0.20) for the QG-MAC-free scaling and c = 0.075 (0.075) for the
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misfit while also pushing the preferred solution to lower τ and higher QP, which636

corresponds to a lower present-day field strength and a steeper decline in TDM from637

4.5 Ga to before ICN.638

In all models ICN occurred between 400 and 1000 Ma (Figure 10, left), with a639

median predicted age of 596 Ma. The signature of ICN in the paleointensity record640

depends strongly on τ . With τ < 16 Gyrs the minimum predicted TDM always641

occurs at the time of inner core nucleation (Figure 10, right). With τ ≥ 16 Gyrs the642

minimum TDM occurs at 4.5 Ga. All thermal histories predict a strong increase in643

TDM directly following ICN.644

4. Discussion and Conclusions645

We have considered two power-based scaling laws for determining the strength of646

the internal and CMB magnetic fields produced by spherical shell convection-driven647

dynamos. These scaling laws predict exponents m in the relation Le/f
1/2
ohm = cpmA648
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Figure 10: Left: Histogram of inner core nucleation times obtained from thermal history models
with kernel density estimate of probability (blue line). Right: Time of inner core nucleation obtained
from the thermal history models plotted against the time of the minimum in TDM using the QG-
MAC-free scaling. Colourbar shows variation in RMS for the QG-MAC-free scaling using a prefactor
of c = 0.23.

of m = 0.25 (QG-MAC-fixed) and m = 0.33 (QG-MAC-free). We have compared649

these scaling laws to a suite of 314 geodynamo simulations that span over 6 orders650

of magnitude in the convective power pA and over 2 orders of magnitude in field651

strength. We have found that both scaling laws adequately reproduce the amplitude652

of the present RMS internal magnetic field (Aubert et al., 2017); however, only the653

QG-MAC-free scaling of Davidson (2013) matches the present-day CMB dipole field654

and provides an adequate fit to the paleofield over the last 3.5 Gyrs.655

Fitting individual simulation groups (as determined by differences in boundary656

conditions and convective driving) revealed variations in empirically-derived slopes657

from m = 0.24 to m = 0.39, with datasets where at least one boundary is held658

at fixed temperature giving consistently higher exponents than datasets employing659

fixed flux conditions. At high pA these two groups exhibit similar amplitudes and660

slopes, but they appear to diverge at low pA, which may reflect a change in dynamics661

or the relative sparsity of data at more extreme conditions. The group of simulations662

using mixed setups is more sensitive to filtering, which perhaps reflects the greater663
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heterogeneity in this dataset. At present the individual groups are too small to664

separate the role of these different factors and so we have focused on the scaling665

behaviour of the dataset as a whole. However, we do note that predictions from666

individual simulation groups are broadly consistent with theoretical QG-MAC scaling667

laws.668

To obtain a robust scaling for the CMB dipole field we have found it essential669

to filter the dataset by the magnetic energy to kinetic energy ratio as advocated by670

Schwaiger et al. (2019). Landeau et al. (2017) found that changes in the buoyancy671

distribution can cause the CMB dipole field behaviour to deviate from the inter-672

nal field, which follows the QG-MAC-free scaling in their simulations. Our results673

also suggest a residual dependency of CMB field scaling on the buoyancy source,674

although the effect is comparable to that seen for the internal field. We also ob-675

serve similar field amplitudes between datasets with different buoyancy distributions676

across a wide range of pA. Overall, while the individual simulation groups considered677

here may show some differences between internal and CMB field scaling behaviour,678

the combined dataset supports the pA-dependence of the QG-MAC-free scaling for679

both internal and CMB fields.680

The majority of our simulations use a modern day aspect ratio of ri/ro = 0.35.681

Lhuillier et al. (2019) studied a range of chemically-driven dynamos at E > 10−3
682

with a fixed buoyancy distribution and showed that m displays a non-monotonic683

dependence on ri/ro in the range ri/ro = 0.1 − 0.35. However, the values of m684

obtained by Lhuillier et al. (2019) fall below 0.25 for the majority of aspect ratios685

considered, suggesting that these simulations are not in QG-MAC balance. This686

raises the possibility that m depends on the choice of control parameters at high E,687

as well as any influence from aspect ratio. In any case, such low values of m will only688

worsen the fit to the PINT data unless they are associated with much lower values689
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of c, which is not suggested by our analysis. Interestingly, for thick shells Lhuillier690

et al. (2019) obtain m = 0.33, which is the QG-MAC-free scaling favoured by our691

analysis, suggesting that the m = 1/3 exponent describes the dependence of dipole692

moment on convective power over most of Earth’s history.693

The simulation datasets cannot yet reach the very low pA values that characterise694

Earth’s core. It is therefore possible that the scaling behaviour changes at more695

extreme control parameter values (particularly lower E and Pm), as arises in non-696

magnetic rotating convection (Gastine et al., 2016; Long et al., 2020). However, no697

evidence for a transition from the QG-MAC regime has been found down to extremely698

low values of E ∼ 3 × 10−10 (Aubert and Gillet, 2021). The relevant force balance699

must contain buoyancy (the power source for convection) and the magnetic field700

(the main product of dynamo action), while rotation breaks reflectional symmetry,701

which is thought to be crucial for sustaining large-scale magnetic fields (Tobias,702

2021). At low E and Pm inertia and viscosity become strongly subdominant in the703

force balance (Aubert et al., 2017; Aubert, 2019) and therefore cannot perturb the704

QG-MAC balance. In principle the Lorentz force could perturb the large-scale QG705

balance, though this has not been observed in high-resolution simulations (Schwaiger706

et al., 2021) and is not expected in Earth’s core (Aurnou and King, 2017). We707

therefore believe that the QG-MAC-free and QG-MAC-fixed scaling laws we have708

considered capture the range of dynamical balances in Earth’s core that are plausible709

given current simulations and theory.710

The theoretical scaling laws determine only the exponent of the Le − pA rela-711

tion; the prefactor c must be obtained by fitting simulation data. We have assumed712

a constant prefactor when calculating TDMs, which is clearly an oversimplification713

because c depends on the time-dependent buoyancy sources and shell thickness. At714

fixed pA, decreasing the inner core size from its present volume to zero has been found715
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to produce a relative increase in bdip of 30 − 50% due to the transition from dom-716

inantly bottom-driven chemical convection to internally-driven thermal convection717

(Aubert et al., 2009; Landeau et al., 2017). Attributing this change in bdip entirely718

to the prefactor suggests a 30 − 50% increase in c from present-day to ICN, which719

is comparable to our estimated uncertainty on c obtained from fitting all simulation720

groups together (Figure 6). Our use of two different constant c values and their as-721

sociated uncertainties should therefore partly mitigate any effects arising from time722

variations in the prefactor. We also note that changes in the CMB dipole field due723

to changes in pA (with constant c) are a factor of two or more (e.g. Figure 7) and so724

the main uncertainty in the calculation is the determination of pA from the thermal725

history models.726

The scaling prefactor obtained from dynamo simulations is generally high com-727

pared to an independent constraint obtained by minimising the misfit between TDM728

predictions from thermal history models and PINT. We do not believe this discrep-729

ancy arises from the thermal history models as we have considered a large range of730

models spanning the plausible range of input parameters. Instead it appears that731

the available simulations which achieve QG-MAC balance are generally operating732

at lower Rm than Earth, which promotes diffusion of field out of the core. The733

path models of Aubert et al. (2017) and Aubert (2019) partially overcome this prob-734

lem because the effects of inertia and viscosity are sufficiently suppressed to enable735

high Rm simulations that retain QG-MAC balance and a dipole-dominated field.736

These models are run along a path where Rm ∼ 1000; however, Rm in Earth’s core737

could be twice this value if one adopts the higher values of electrical conductivity738

proposed in some studies (e.g. Pozzo et al., 2013). Future work should investigate739

whether path-type simulations at higher Rm can improve the fit between simulated740

and paleomagnetic field strengths.741
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The preceding discussion suggests that both the internal and CMB field follow742

the QG-MAC-free scaling law over the majority of Earth history, with effects due to743

variations in buoyancy sources, boundary conditions and shell thickness influencing744

the prefactor c. Time variations in CMB dipole field strength are expected to be745

dominated by changes in convective power rather than the prefactor. Future studies746

that systematically vary the convective driving modes, boundary conditions, and747

inner core size will provide important tests of these conclusions.748

Theoretical predictions of Earth’s TDM evolution require coupling dynamo sim-749

ulations and thermal history models. Our approach utilises existing simulations and750

enables a systematic sampling of plausible core evolution scenarios, but assumes a751

dipole-dominated field. Alternatively, thermal history outputs can be used to set752

the (interdependent) core geometry and buoyancy sources in a suite of bespoke sim-753

ulations that represent different stages of core evolution (Driscoll, 2016; Landeau754

et al., 2017). However, while this approach provides the complete field at different755

epochs, it is restricted to a comparatively small number of simulations and thermal756

histories and therefore cannot yet definitively constrain long-term TDM evolution757

and dipole-dominance. Observations suggest that Earth’s field has been dominantly758

dipolar over most of its history (Biggin et al., 2020), but may have undergone peri-759

ods of 10 − 100 Myr where the dipole field is weak or absent (Shcherbakova et al.,760

2017; Hawkins et al., 2019). In principle it is possible to estimate times of dipole-761

dominance using theoretical predictions for the dipole-multipole transition; however,762

the factors that determine the transition in geodynamo simulations are still debated763

(Christensen and Aubert, 2006; Oruba and Dormy, 2014; McDermott and Davidson,764

2019). Further observational constraints and targeted simulation studies extended765

to broader parameter regimes will shed more light on this important issue.766

Figures 11 and 12 compare the binned PINT database shown in Figure 5 to the767
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Figure 11: Distribution of model TDMs compared to binned PINT VDM distribution (black circles)
using a scaling prefactor c = 0.23. Black diamonds show the raw PINT data, red circles denote bins
that were excluded from the misfit calculation on account of having fewer than 10 data points. The
coloured shaded regions show the 1σ uncertainty interval based on the scaling prefactor c and the
dotted line shows the present day field of 8×1022 Am2. Top, middle and bottom show ∆ρ = 0.6, 0.8,
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Figure 12: Same as Figure 11 but with c = 0.2.
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best synthetic TDM models (lowest RMS) for each ∆ρ and the two values of the768

prefactor c = 0.2 and 0.23 obtained from fitting the QG-MAC-free scaling to the769

simulation dataset. Least squares uncertainties on the TDM, σ, are calculated based770

c with the scaling exponent fixed to m = 1/3. Prior to ICN most solutions show771

agreement with PINT at just above the 1σ level. In this period the c = 0.2 and772

∆ρ = 0.6 gm cc−1 model provides the best fit to the data, matching to many of773

the bins that are sparsely sampled by available data (red circles in Figure 12) and774

also agreeing well with the empirical fit of Bono et al. (2019). Strictly the small775

differences in misfits between high and low c for fixed ∆ρ mean that is it difficult776

to differentiate between an overall decline or near-constant field strength on the Gyr777

timescale preceding ICN. However, given that low c solutions are optimal according778

to our method and that we expect the dynamo simulations to produce anomalously779

high c (see above) we prefer the solutions in Figure 12 corresponding to a mean780

decline in field strength before ICN.781

All models in Figures 11 and 12 predict field strength for the Brunhes that is782

compatible with the Holocene field, but is generally at the upper end of the PINT783

range and cannot reproduce the lowest values in PINT even at the 3σ level. Part784

of the discrepancy can be explained by the inclusion in PINT of VDMs that may785

sample a transitional field. For many palaeomagnetic studies on more ancient rocks,786

it is often unclear whether palaeointensities are sampling a field of stable polarity or787

in a transitional state. In any case, considering the myriad factors that influence the788

absolute field strength (discussed above) and the fact that the scaling prefactors are789

simply fit to simulation data we consider it a success of the overall approach that790

the theoretical predictions are so close to the observed values for the recent field.791

While we do not attempt to fit the VDM low around 0.5 Ga, it is interesting to792

note that the predicted TDMs around this period vary strongly as a function of ∆ρ793
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and c. For the values of τ favoured by the best-fitting models with the low c value794

(Figure 12), ICN corresponds to a predicted TDM low around 0.4 − 1.0 Ga and so795

the predicted field strength at ∼0.5 Ga depends strongly on whether the inner core796

has nucleated or not. For ∆ρ = 0.6 gm cc−1 ICN occurs almost contemporaneously797

with the VDM low in PINT, but models with ∆ρ = 0.8 and 1.0 gm cc−1 have ICN798

at earlier times and hence strongly over-predict the field strength at 0.5 Ga. For the799

high c values (Figure 11) ICN corresponds to a TDM low with high ∆ρ, while the800

TDM is basically flat using the lower ∆ρ values. Following ICN all models predict801

a steep TDM increase that is not seen in PINT. Indeed the predictions fail to match802

the PINT bin at ∼ 200 Ma even at the 3σ level.803

Figures 11 and 12 clearly mark out a critical period between 400 and 1000 Ma804

characterised by a relative paucity of paleointensity data and significant predicted805

changes in TDM. The large data gap may simply reflect challenges inherent in recov-806

ering robust magnetic recorders. With some recent exceptions (e.g., Hawkins et al.,807

2019; Bono et al., 2019) the majority of published data in this interval were mea-808

sured using techniques that cannot detect secondary alteration or the presence of809

multi-domain magnetic carriers, or have been shown to be biased by low unblocking810

temperatures. Alternatively, intervals of sparse paleointensity data may reflect the811

existence of multipolar or dominantly non-dipolar fields (Driscoll, 2016; Abrajevitch812

and Van der Voo, 2010; Hawkins et al., 2019). In this case the theoretical TDM813

would clearly be erroneous since it is derived assuming dipole dominance. Even if814

the field remained dipole-dominated the simple imposed CMB heat flows used to815

predict TDM do not capture the rapid dynamical variations seen in global mantle816

circulation models (e.g. Nakagawa and Tackley, 2014) or long-term modulations such817

as super-continent cyclicity, which has been suggested to affect the paleomagnetic818

record during the Phanerozoic (e.g., Hounslow et al., 2018). Landeau et al. (2017)819
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suggested an alternative “uniformitarian” scenario in which the dipole field exhibits820

no significant changes through ICN and declines in strength as the inner core grows.821

However, this interpretation is not consistent with the PINT dataset, which shows a822

long-timescale decline in field strength from a high field at the end of the Archean to823

a dipole field minimum in the Ediacaran (Biggin et al., 2015; Bono et al., 2019) and,824

on average, an increase in field strength from post-ICN to present-day. The scaling825

laws predict that the minimum TDM and maximum change in TDM should occur826

around ICN, which can hopefully be tested with new paleomagnetic acquisitions.827

Improved constraints from seismology on the ICB density jump are also crucial for828

narrowing down the window of inner core formation and hence the low in VDM.829

The main conclusions of this study are:830

• The RMS and dipole CMB field follow scaling behaviour predicted by QG-MAC831

theory;832

• In order to reveal the scaling behaviour of the CMB field it is vital to filter out833

simulations with a low magnetic to kinetic energy ratio;834

• The QG-MAC-free scaling theory of Davidson (2013) yields field strength pre-835

dictions that are compatible with a suite of 225 geodynamo simulations and836

both the modern and paleomagnetic field strength. By contrast the QG-MAC-837

fixed theory (Starchenko and Jones, 2002) over-predicts both the modern and838

paleo CMB field. These results further support the application of QG-MAC-839

free theory to Earth’s core dynamics;840

• Extrapolating to Earth’s core conditions using the QG-MAC-free scaling sug-841

gests that the present RMS internal field strength is less than 10 mT (Figure 3);842
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• For models with a CMB heat flow decay time τ < 16 Gyrs, inner core nucleation843

corresponds to the lowest TDM value in the last 4.5 Gyrs assuming a dipole-844

dominated field, while for τ ≥ 16 Gyrs the TDM minimum occurs at 4.5 Ga.845

• TDMs that best fit PINT have τ ≤ 16 Gyrs and correspond to present-day846

CMB heat flow of 12− 16 TW, increasing to 17− 22 TW at 4 Ga.847

• Best-fitting TDMs reproduce binned PINT VDMs before inner core nucleation848

within 1 standard deviation, but PINT does not contain the predicted strong849

values post ICN.850
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